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The legendary Shonen Jump series, now available in English for the first time, in a deluxe edition

featuring color pages and newly drawn cover art! JoJoâ€™s Bizarre Adventure is a groundbreaking

manga famous for its outlandish characters, wild humor and frenetic battles. A multigenerational tale

of the heroic Joestar family and their never-ending battle against evil! As if Dio wasn't diabolical

enough, now he's an immortal vampire with incredible strength! But Jonathan Joestar's not one to

back down, even when it seems like victory is impossible! It's a classic battle! Good versus evil! Grit

and determination against power and arrogance! Who will win?!
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ITS JOJOS BIZARRE ADVENTURE WHATS NOT TO LOVE!!!!!!! the art from 1986 clearly points

out that amarican comics artis had no idea what they were doing lol...only its a shame that it finally

came out now ( this would started a controversy back in the day lol) brutal, dark and gory but with

class that even a gentleman like Jonathan jostar can agree with. it you whant a good story that

started multy generational line of heros then look no farther then with the phantom blood arc of jojos

bizarre adventure.

It came in time, ordered the 20th at afternoon (almost night) and got it the 24th in the morning. OMG

I LOVE JOJO'S it is my favorite manga! I started watching the anime in mid June 2015 and caught

up with the manga in late or mid August, I cannot explain how much I love this series, the manga is



definitely a MUST HAVE if you are a fan. If you are new to the series and don't know if you should

keep reading, you definitely should because you will be missing out in something amazing.

The follow up to vol 1 of Jojonium introduces one of JoJo's key fighting styles: Hamon! Not to

mention one of Jonathan's key companions Baron Zeppeli! For those wanting to continue this

bizarre read, definitely invest in this volume!

My favorite manga series of all time. Very good quality release with thick well printed pages.

Definitely collector quality and spine looks great on display on your bookshelf. Why are you even

reading reviews? Start reading it JoJo already and get ready for a truly bizarre adventure!

It's the 2nd part of the Phantom Blood release we've always dreamed of in the states. The

translation is almost one-for-one with the fan translations we've had available for years (I can't

compare it to the original Japanese because I can't speak the language). The hardcover looks nice

and the pages within are of a high quality. Thankfully, this one ends at a much more reasonable

spot than the previous volume.

Showed up in perfect quality. My only gripe with it is that I dropped it on my foot and the corner of

the cover stabbed my foot. Try to avoid the sentient arm and its combat knife and you'll be fine. Just

in case, don't feed the book past midnight.

I'm a big fan of this series so I just had to buy the second volume of Part 1 when I saw it. The art is

beautiful, the book arrived in perfect condition and I'll definitely be buying the third volume.

I love it! hope the rest of the parts will come out to the states
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